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On a drizzly day toward the end of the week, Luce walked them in the woods, 
making water the topic of her ramble. It's what makes life so rampant around 
here, she said... All the moons from spring to early fall, everything plumps with 
water. Think jungle, and then go a degree onward in the direction of a deep 
green world so wet you could wring it out like a dishrag if you could get a good 
grip on either end of it. Giant hemlocks and sycamores and tulip trees. 
Rhododendrons. Moss and ferns. Understory too thick to see more than twenty 
feet into the woods, until killing frosts reveal the bones of the place. A steamy 
greenhouse of plants and creatures. Flip any rock or dead log, and myriad 
beings go crawling down individual vectors toward the darkness they crave. Sit 
in a yellow sunbeam, and the damp air around you thickens with myriad beings 
dancing up into the daylight they love. Life likes the wet and rewards it. Archaic 
forms incompatible with the modern world persist here. Hellbenders, deep in 
the creek beds. Panthers, high on the ridges. Even dead blighted chestnuts 
resurrect themselves out of the black forest floor, refusing to accept the terms 
of their extinction. Hope incarnate. All, Luce explained, due to moisture. 

- Charles Frazier
(Nightwoods)









- Diffusion is slow over long distances (e.g., neuron carrying information
to and from the toe to the base of the spinal cord)

- So how else might things get across a cell membrane? Could such 
a mechanism speed up ‘transport’?

Þ Specialized ion channels (permeability unique to different ions)









à Notion	of	a	semi-permeable	membrane





Hydraulic Pressure
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Hydraulic Pressure 
(thin membrane, steady-state)



Hydraulic + Osmotic Pressure (thin 
membrane)

(modified version 
of Darcy’s Law)



Hydraulic + Osmotic Pressure (thin membrane)

Assume solvent density is independent of t (i.e., the solvent is incompressible)

= const.



Hydraulic + Osmotic Pressure  (membrane)



Hydraulic + Osmotic Pressure  (membrane)



Exercise

The following figure shows two experiments. In each experiment, two fluid-filled 
compartments are separated by a semi-permeable membrane that is permeable to 
water but not to the solute.

One of the compartments contains a weight W on a piston, the other does not. The 
only difference between the two experiments is the location of the solute particles 
indicated by dots in the fluid. Which of the two experiments could be in osmotic 
equilibrium? Explain.

ANS: Equilibrium is possible for the case on the left, but not the one on the right



Exercise

A membrane separates two solutions subjected to hydraulic pressures p1 and p2, as 
shown in the following figure

à The membrane is permeable to water and solute j which is the only solute in 
the solutions. Is thermodynamic equilibrium possible for cj

1 not equal to cj
2 for 

some choice of p1 − p2? Explain.

ANS: Equilibrium is not possible since diffusive equilibrium 
requires the two concentrations to be equal




